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Administrator's Guide to SQL Server 2005 (Microsoft Windows Server)Addison Wesley, 2006
The Complete, Practical, 100% Useful Guide for Every SQL Server 2005 DBA!
 

This book has one goal: to help database administrators and their managers run SQL Server 2005 with maximum efficiency, reliability, and performance. Renowned SQL Server expert Buck Woody covers...
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C++ for Beginners...MastersNew Age Publications, 2008

	The purpose of this book is to provide an introductory text for understanding the C++ language and to empower the reader to write C++ programs. The book also introduces reader to the paradigm of object oriented programming. The main strength and USP of this book is that it is written by a student for students but...
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Mastering XPages: A Step-by-Step Guide to XPages Application Development and the XSP LanguageIBM Press, 2011

	I never got a chance to meet the inventors of Notes®, but these guys were true visionaries. Their
	concepts and ideas of 20 years ago still feed today’s buzz. They invented a robust “NO SQL” data
	store, provided a social platform with collaboration features, and made the deployment and replication
	of applications...
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Beginning Visual Basic 6 Database ProgrammingApress, 2003

	Beginning Visual Basic 6 Database Programming introduces you to databases and takes you all the way through to the latest ADO technologies in Visual Basic 6. Step by step, this book will help you to build working database components and applications in Visual Basic. Whether you want to work with databases on your desktop, get access to...
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PostgreSQL 10 High Performance: Expert techniques for query optimization, high availability, and efficient database maintenancePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of PostgreSQL 10 to design, administer and maintain a high-performance database solution

	
		Key Features

		
			Obtain optimal PostgreSQL 10 database performance, ranging from initial design to routine maintenance
	
			Fine tune the performance of your queries and...
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Building Solutions with the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework: Architecture and Best Practices for Mobile DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2003
Whether you are an architect, developer, or manager, Building Solutions with the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework is your guide to creating effective solutions for mobile devices with .NET. Authors Dan Fox and Jon Box walk you through four essential architectural concepts and programming...
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Pro SQL Server 2005 Database Design and OptimizationApress, 2006
Pro SQL Server 2005 Database Design and Optimization will teach you effective strategies for designing proper databases. It covers everything from how to gather business requirements to logical data modeling and normalization. It then shows you how to implement your design on SQL Server 2005.

The authors also describe how to...
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Troubleshooting Oracle PerformanceApress, 2008
What do you do when your database application isn’t running fast enough? You troubleshoot, of course. Finding the slow part of an application is often the easy part of the battle. It’s finding a solution that’s difficult. Troubleshooting Oracle Performance helps by providing a systematic approach to addressing the...
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HL7 for BizTalkApress, 2014

	HL7 for BizTalk provides a detailed guide to the planning and delivery of a HL7-compliant system using the dedicated Microsoft BizTalk for HL7 Accelerator. The HL7 Primary Standard, its various versions, and the use of the HL7 Accelerator for BizTalk are broken out and fully explained. HL7 for BizTalk provides clear guidance...
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HBase Administration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Master HBase configuration and administration for optimum database performance

	
		Move large amounts of data into HBase and learn how to manage it efficiently
	
		Set up HBase on the cloud, get it ready for production, and run it smoothly with high performance
	
		Maximize the ability of HBase with the...
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Mastering the SAS DS2 Procedure: Advanced Data-Wrangling Techniques, Second EdiSAS Institute, 2018

	Enhance your SAS® data-wrangling skills with high-precision and parallel data manipulation using the DS2 programming language. 


	Now in its second edition, this book addresses the DS2 programming language from SAS, which combines the precise procedural power and control of the Base SAS® DATA step...
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Database Access With Visual BasicZiff Davis, 1998

	Database Access with Visual Basic is the only book that takes an object paradigm approach for component-based solutions to modern, distributed enterprise implementations.

	Database Access with Visual Basic's major emphasis is on solutions, not technology. Rather than rattling off a list of features, diagrams, and acronyms, this...
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